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Abstract

Flow visualization has been a very active subfield of scientific visualization in recent years. From the resulting large variety of methods this paper discusses partition-based techniques. The aim of these approaches is to partition the flow in areas of common structure. Based on this partitioning, subsequent visualization techniques can be applied. A classification is suggested and advantages/disadvantages of the different techniques are discussed as well.

1 Introduction

Flow visualization has been a central topic in scientific visualization for over two decades with a wide variety of application examples from different engineering disciplines and sciences. Many well-established techniques have emerged that help scientists get a better understanding of their data. Early techniques such as texture-based visualizations tried to display all details in the flow. As datasets became larger and more complex, visualization techniques were developed that present a structural overview of the flow. These partition-based techniques have the benefit that they retain a view of the whole flow while being abstract enough to avoid cluttering, making them especially appealing for 3D vector fields.

1.1 Classification

In order to structure the large variety of flow visualization techniques Post et al. [PVH+03] suggest a subdivision into four categories: direct flow visualization, texture-based, geometric and feature-based flow visualization. These classes along with some representative techniques are illustrated in Figure 1. We adopt their classification scheme and add an additional class, partition-based flow visualization, that we think is so far not adequately captured.
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Figure 1: Classification of flow visualization techniques

While the first three categories focus on the visualization of basic field quantities, feature- and partition-based methods provide a more abstract view of the data. We distinguish feature- and partition-based approaches as they differ in the objective of the visualization. Feature-based flow visualization are characterized by the well-established definition by Post et al.:

- **Feature-based flow visualization**: This “approach lifts the visualisation to a higher level of abstraction, by extracting physically meaningful patterns from the data sets. The visualisation shows only those parts that are of interest to the researcher, the features. Both the definition of what is interesting, and the way these features are extracted and visualized are dependent on the data set, the application, and the research problem.” [PVH+03] Post et al. [PVH+03] cover feature-based flow visualization in detail.

In contrast to these techniques that focus on interesting structures, partition-based flow visualizations subdivide the whole domain. They provide a holistic overview over the dataset and do not require a classification into interesting or not. Relevant regions can be identified subsequently as a subset of the partition. Methods falling into this new group are characterized by the following definition.

- **Partition-based flow visualization**: This approach partitions the whole domain according to certain characteristics which are based on vector values, integral curve properties of contained features. The resulting partition defines the structure with respect to the flow’s behavior and serves as a basis for further visualizations.

Several partition-based methods use feature-based methods as basis. Flow topology, for example, needs critical points, closed orbits and boundary switch points which are all typical features before the final partition of the domain is computed. One may compare the relation between feature- and partition-based approaches to the related discipline of image
processing. In image processing, properties of pixels like local texture structure are computed and features, e.g. edges, are found. After this, an additional step follows quite often that partitions the domain. This step is usually called segmentation.

2 Partition-based flow visualization

When analyzing a dataset scientists and engineers are commonly interested in relevant structures in the flow and the overall behavior. While feature-based techniques focus on the visualization of interesting phenomena, partition-based visualizations try to communicate a holistic description of the flow. As a structural decomposition of the domain, we define a partition of the flow according to a similarity measure. In the field of partition-based flow visualization two conceptually different approaches can be distinguished:

- **Cluster-based Approaches**: Methods in this category cluster regions of the flow that feature similar vector values. This can be achieved using local or global similarity measures. After the partitioning the individual clusters are commonly represented by a single icon, e.g., a vector representing the average flow.

- **Integral-Line-based Approaches**: Integral-line-based approaches compute the similarity of integral lines with respect to a similarity measure. We distinguish topology-based and general integral line based approaches. Subsequent visualizations are used to illustrate the boundaries or relevant attributes of the subregions.

2.1 Cluster-Based Approaches

One of the first techniques used to create coarsened representations of vector fields are cluster-based approaches. These techniques subdivide the domain into different subregions (clusters) of similar vectors and represent each cluster by an icon, e.g., a vector representing the average flow in the cluster (cf. Figure 3). Three different concepts are used to define clusters:

- **Similarity-based Methods**: Techniques belonging to this category group positions or cells that feature similar vectors. Similarity is computed using a predefined similarity measure.
Physical Processes: These methods use a physical process, e.g., anisotropic diffusion, to compute a scalar field representing the structures of the flow. Afterwards the scalar field is partitioned into subregions.

Topology-related Methods: This group contains techniques that employ concepts of topology to extract subregions.

2.1.1 Similarity-based Methods

A straightforward method to define subregions of similar behavior in a flow is to cluster those positions or cells that feature similar vectors. This can be achieved either by hierarchical formation of clusters or by identifying a predefined number of clusters.

Hierarchical Techniques Hierarchical Techniques are divided into top-down and bottom-up methods. Top-down methods iteratively subdivide the domain. In bottom-up methods, each vector forms a cluster in the beginning and similar clusters are merged iteratively.

Heckel et al. [HWHJ99] proposed a top-down approach that minimizes the deviation of streamlines in the coarse field and respective ones in the original field. In each step the cluster with the largest deviation is split by a plane. The splitting direction is determined using principal component analysis. This technique results in a coarsened representation of the field consisting of convex clusters.

The bottom-up method by Telea and van Wijk [TvW99] merges clusters of highest similarity. Initially, each vector forms a separate cluster. In each step, those two clusters are merged that show least divergence in positions and orientations of the vectors in the clusters. Depending on the weights in the error term different shapes of clusters are favored.

Fixed Number of Clusters The hierarchical techniques introduced so far operate only locally. To control the overall error, (Voronoi-)cell based methods were introduced that minimize a global error function.
A clustering technique based on Centroidal Voronoi tessellation was proposed by Du and Wang [DW04]. The method identifies \( n \) positions in the field that are used as cluster centers. The surrounding Voronoi-cells form the clusters. An optimization process is used to determine those positions that minimize an error function, which measures the distances between the elements in the cluster and the center. The set of positions with the smallest error is used as centers of the Voronoi-cells.

The previous work was extended by McKenzie et al. [MLD05], who use different error metrics in the variational clustering. Amongst others, the gradient, divergence, and curl are used to control the partitioning.

A very simple clustering approach is given by the partition of the domain using an isosurface. Here we have two clusters, one comprising all positions with values smaller than the given isovalue and the other one with larger values. A typical application example is the \( \lambda_2 \)-method [JH95] where an isosurface of \( \lambda_2 = 0 \) is used to extract vortices (Figure 8(c)).

### 2.1.2 Physical Processes

Techniques inspired by physical processes were proposed to better control the global error of the simplified representation. The evolving physical process, e.g., anisotropic diffusion, creates a scalar field that reflects the structure of the flow field. The clusters are extracted by partitioning the scalar field.

The approach by Garcke et al. [GPR+01] is based on a physical clustering model, the Cahn Hillard model, which is used to describe clustering in metal alloys. When applied to a fine-grained, noise-like signal, this method creates clusters that are aligned to the flow, which determines the anisotropy of the operator. The diffusion time serves as a multi scale parameter that leads from fine cluster granularity to successively coarser clusters. The clusters are identified by extracting connected components with values \( \geq 0 \) in the diffusion solution.

A similar approach was taken by Griebel et al. [GPR+04], who define an anisotropic diffusion tensor based on the flow direction. This tensor induces an anisotropic differential operator, which defines strong (flow-aligned) and weak (flow-orthogonal) couplings between mesh neighbor points. The anisotropic differential operator is discretized using finite elements. Thus, a stiffness matrix is obtained that is progressively simplified using the algebraic multi grid method. The supports of the basis functions delivered by the algebraic multi grid method are used to decompose the flow structure into clusters.

### 2.1.3 Topology-related Methods

For the partitioning of vector fields, topology-related clustering techniques group together similar vectors that are associated with the same singularities according to the dominant topological structure of the respective vector fields.

A modified normalized-cut algorithm is used by Chen et al. [CBHL03] for hierarchical vector field segmentation. The basic idea is to model a vector field as an undirected, weighted graph. The connection weight between each pair of nodes in the graph results from a similarity measure that takes into consideration both Euclidean distance between point pairs and the difference in vector values. In a next step, the segmentation method based on normalized cut is applied to linear vector fields. The segmentations capture the qualitative and
Recently, Li et al. [LCS06] propose an approach for 2D discrete vector field segmentation based on the Green function and the previously discussed normalized cut algorithm. Their work is based on the Hodge decomposition [PP00], [PP02], such that a discrete vector field is broken down into three simpler components, namely, curl-free, divergence-free, and harmonic components. In this way, feature information about singularities is faithfully transferred from vector fields to this scalar fields. The authors use the Green Function Method (GFM) to approximate the curl-free and the divergence-free components to achieve the vector field segmentation. The final segmentation curves are composed of piecewise smooth contours or streamlines and show the boundaries of the influence region of singularities. Their method is applicable to both linear and nonlinear discrete vector fields.

2.2 Integral-Line-Based Approaches

Integral-line-based approaches group integral lines together that show a similar behavior. Topology-based approaches are an example and use the origin/destination of integral lines as similarity measure. Recently, other more general similarity measures were introduced. We refer to these new techniques as general integral line based approaches.

2.2.1 Topology-Based Approaches

Topological methods focus on the structural properties of the flow. A detailed introduction to various flow structures can be found in the books by Abraham and Shaw [AS84][AS88] which contain illustrative sketches explaining various vector field configurations thereby providing great understanding of these configurations. Most topological methods start with analyzing the singularities of the vector field, i.e. those locations within the flow where the vector becomes zero. Hence, singularities are also referred to as zeros or critical points of the vector field. Critical points were first investigated by Perry [PF74, Per84, PC87], Dallmann [Dal83], Chong [CPC90] and others.

Singularities are usually classified by different types with focus on first order singularities which are the only types that occur in linearly interpolated vector fields. For the classification of the singularities, the eigenvalues of the Jacobian of the vector field are considered. In a 2D vector field, this yields two complex numbers. Depending on the sign of the real parts
of the eigenvalues and the existence of an imaginary part, different types of singularities can be distinguished. Figure 4 shows some common types of singularities with their corresponding real and imaginary components. Singularities can have an attracting or repelling property, i.e., the surrounding flow moves towards or away from the singularity. Similarly, streamlines – integral curves through the vector field – can be attracted or repelled by a singularity. Note that streamlines can only intersect at the singularities.

From a topological point of view, closed streamlines, sometimes also referred to as closed orbits, are similar to singularities. They, too, can attract or repel the surrounding flow and different streamlines can meet at a closed orbit. A closed streamline is a streamline that is connected to itself, thereby forming a loop.

The notion of flow topology was first introduced to the visualization community by Helman and Hesselink [HH89b, HH89a, HH91]. A very detailed overview of topological methods is given by Laramee et al. [LHZP07]. The idea of flow topology is to separate the vector field into regions with similar behavior. To achieve this, the fact that streamlines cannot intersect each other unless they meet at a critical point or closed streamline is exploited. For this, the saddle singularities of the vector field are identified. Saddle singularities have two major axes in direction of the eigenvectors of the Jacobian. In each of the quadrants formed by the axes, an asymptotic flow towards the axes is present as illustrated in Figure 4. Hence, these axes separate the flow into four different areas. Then, separatrices are generated which are streamlines that start or end at a saddle singularity. Consequently, the separatrices divide the vector field into areas with similar flow. The resulting visualization consisting of the singularities and separatrices is often referred to as the topological skeleton (Figure 5).

Several extensions to the original method by Helman and Hesselink were proposed. Some of these extensions – like the original method – work on two-dimensional, steady vector fields. Others extract surfaces within a 3D vector field and analyze a steady 2D vector field on top of these surfaces resulting in a 2.5D algorithm. Various methodologies that visualize the entire 3D vector field are also available as well as algorithms that follow the same categories but support time-varying vector fields. In the following, methods are grouped according to these categories.

**Steady 2D vector fields** Steady two-dimensional vector fields resulting from scans or simulations are usually given on some sort of grid with vector values on the grid nodes. Commonly, linear interpolation is used to determine vectors inside the cells. However, linear interpolation eliminates higher order singularities that may be present in the vector field. Therefore, Scheuermann et al. [SHK+97] employ Clifford algebra and a higher order interpolation scheme in the vicinity of several singularities to preserve higher order singularities. Similarly, the linear interpolation scheme changes the vector field topology since higher order singularities are misinterpreted. In order to avoid this, Scheuermann et al. [SKMR98] use their Clifford algebra method for higher order singularities to compute the correct topological skeleton of the vector field. Since closed streamlines can act like singularities in terms of the attracting or repelling behavior, streamlines emanating from a saddle singularity may end at a closed streamline. Hence, closed streamlines are an integral part of topological skeletons. Therefore, Wischgoll et al. [SKMR98] introduced the first algorithm capable of detecting closed streamlines, thereby completing the topologi-
Figure 5: Topological methods (from left to right): 2D topology on planar surfaces [WTS+07], saddle connectors [TWHS03]

cal analysis of 2D steady vector fields. Since the original algorithm by Wischgoll et al. detects a closed streamline by following the streamline and proving that it cannot leave a limited number of cells, Theisel et al. [TWHS04a] presented a grid-independent algorithm for detecting closed streamlines in 2D vector fields.

Steady 2.5D Vector Fields In order to study flow separation where the 3D flow represented by the vector field separates from a surface, often times the analysis of the vector field on that surface can help. Hesselink et al. [HH90] compute the tangential velocity field near a body in a three-dimensional flow. The topological skeleton of the resulting vector field then provides a basis for analyzing the three-dimensional structure of the flow separation. Löefflmann [LKG97] uses Poincaré sections to visualize closed streamlines and strange attractors. Poincaré sections define a discrete dynamical system of lower dimension which is easier to understand. The Poincaré section which is transverse to the closed streamline is visualized as a disk. On the disk, spot noise is used to depict the vector field projected onto that disk. In addition, streamlines and streamsurfaces show the vector field in the vicinity of the closed streamline that is not located on the disk visualizing the Poincaré section. Chen et al. [CML+07] proposed a method for extracting periodic orbits based on Morse decomposition. The method is applied to cross-sections of a flow within the combustion chamber of a Diesel engine. The closed streamlines are then computed within the flow on these cross-sections as well as the topological skeleton.

Steady 3D Vector Fields In order to apply topological methods to 3D steady vector fields, Helman et al. [HH91] extend their original work by analyzing 3D singularities within the vector field. Similar to the 2D case, the Jacobian is analyzed and singularities are visualized with their eigenvectors and eigenvalues displayed as arrows and disks. Similarly, closed streamlines may occur in 3D vector fields as well with the same topological features as singularities. Hence, Wischgoll et al. [WS02] expand their detection
algorithm for closed streamlines to support three-dimensional vector fields. In 3D vector field topology, separatrices no longer are single streamlines but rather streamsurfaces emanating from singularities with at least two distinct eigenvalues. Mahrous et al. [MBHJ03] presented an algorithm that improves on the computational effort involved in determining these streamsurfaces. Since streamsurfaces tend to occlude each other, Löffelmann et al. [LG98] proposed the use of bundles of streamlets to reduce the visual clutter. Similarly, Theisel et al. [TWHS03] introduced saddle connectors which reduce the streamsurfaces that connect 3D saddle singularities to a minimum in order to avoid occlusion. Weinkauf et al. [WTHH04] extend this idea and reduce the streamsurfaces even further to boundary switch connectors. Mahrous et al. [MBS+04] filter the vector field first before computing separatrices in a 3D vector field to retrieve the 3D topology only for the areas of interest. Sun et al. [SBSH04] apply vector field topology to analyze a C-shaped nano-aperture. In order to extract higher order singularities in 3D vector fields, Weinkauf et al. [WTHS05] show that it is sufficient to determine the 2D topological skeleton of a closed convex surface around the area of interest. Once detected, the cluster of first order singularities is then replaced by a higher order singularity to yield a simplified visual representation.

**Unsteady Vector Fields** The methods described so far focused on a static vector field. In order to apply topological methods to time-varying data sets, Tricoche et al. [TSH01b] interpolate the 2D vector field between time slices and track singularities throughout time which is visualized by using the third dimension. The topological skeleton is computed within the time slices. This method is then extended by Wischgoll et al. [WSH01] to track closed streamlines over time and complete the topological analysis of time-varying 2D vector fields [TWSH02]. Theisel et al. [TS03] compute a feature flow field based on a 2D time-dependent vector field to track more general features by integrating streamlines within the feature flow field. The previous methods assumed each time slice as a static vector field. In order to integrate the time-varying property of the 2D vector field, Theisel et al. [TWHS04b, TWHS05] based the topological analysis on path lines. Similarly, Shi et al. [STW+06] applied the path-line-based methodology to periodic vector fields to avoid the the short lifetime of typical path lines. In order to extract and visualize vortices that originate from bounding walls of time-varying 3D vector fields, Wiebel et al. [WTS+07] track singularities in the wall shear stress vector field. Then, the trajectories of the singularities are used as a basis for seeding particles, thereby leading to a new type of streak line visualization.

**Topology Simplification of Static Vector Fields** Vector fields with a high degree of turbulence can lead to a very complex topological skeleton. Simplifying the topology of the vector field can improve the visualization by reducing the visual clutter. De Leeuw et al. [dLvL99b] introduce a multi-level approach for topology of 2D vector fields to allow a user to remove clutter within the topological skeleton by only considering the more important singularities [dLvL99a]. Lodha et al. [LRR00] achieve a topology preserving compression of 2D vector fields by using a constrained clustering approach for the singularities. By modifying the underlying grid structure and clustering singularities, Tricoche et al. [TSH00, TSH01c] reduce the complexity of the topological skeleton. They then ex-
tended their work to eliminate the necessity of changing the grid to support a continuous topology simplification [TSH01a]. Theisel [The02] designed a scheme for generating vector fields of arbitrary topology. He then applies this scheme to generate a new vector field of the same topology as a given 2D vector field to find a compressed representation. In a different approach, Theisel et al. [TRS03b] developed a compression scheme for vector fields based on topology preserving edge collapses. Further simplification is achieved by assigning weights to singularities and separatrices and preserving only the important topological features [TRS03a]. In order to simplify a 3D vector fields, Weinkauf et al. [WTHS05] identify high order singularities and replace them by a cluster of first order critical points to achieve a simplified visual representation.

2.2.2 General Integral Line Based Approaches

The basic idea behind these kinds of approaches is to structure the flow according to a general user defined behavior. Therefore, the desired flow behavior is expressed as properties of particle traces. Grouping particles with the same properties together facilitates building a structure of the flow. The conventional flow topology as presented in 2.2.1 is a successful example of such a structure. Salzbrunn and Scheuermann [SS07, SS06] define particle properties for steady vector fields in terms of streamline predicates. These predicates define, whether a streamline has a given property or not. All streamlines fulfill a streamline predicate are collected in the characteristic set of this predicate. Consequently, the characteristic set is exactly that part of the flow with the behavior as specified by the streamline predicate. A set of predicates, where every streamline fulfills exactly one, results in a set of disjunct characteristic sets. Hence, this set of predicates defines a partition of the flow which is considered a flow structure. Using feature-detection methods as preprocessing step, several streamline predicates can be formulated. The resulting flow structures are visualized by the use of isosurfaces. Pur-
particularly, this method allows for examination of the flow behavior with respect to vortices. Furthermore, Salzbrunn and Scheuermann [SS07] show that the usual flow topology can be formulated as a flow structure. In addition, acceleration strategies for the construction of flow structures are explored [SWS07]. Salzbrunn et al. [SGSM07] extend their work on 3D time-dependent flow fields with pathline predicates. There, the lifespan of a particle has to be taken into account (Figure 6). The resulting time-dependent flow structures are visualized as animated isosurfaces or particle systems.

Shi et al. [STH+07] define pathline attributes to analyze the dynamics behavior of time-dependent flow fields and give various examples. To get meaningful threshold values for the pathline attributes, information visualization approaches are used in the sense of a set of linked views (scatter plots, parallel coordinates, etc.) with interactive brushing and focus+context visualization. The selected path lines with certain properties are visualized as colored 3D curves (Figure 7).

2.3 New Directions

Recently Haller [Hal01] introduced the notion of Finite-Time Lyapunov Exponent (FTLE) to characterize Coherent Lagrangian Structures. FTLE measures the exponential separation rate of closely started particle trajectories. First works from Sadlo and Peikert [SP07b], Garth et al. [GLT+07], and Sahner et al. [SWTH07] build upon this method focusing on its applications to the structural analysis of transient flows (Figure 8(b)). Improved implementations were proposed [GGTH07, SP07a] to allow for an efficient computation of the coherent structures. Further work should elaborate on the use of FTLE in flow visualization.
3 Conclusions and Future Prospects

This paper describes the state-of-the-art of partition-based techniques for visualizing and analyzing vector fields. To this date, partition-based techniques have shown to be capable of providing an abstract representation of the flow that captures the relevant structures. The three classes of techniques capture different properties of the flow and therefore are beneficial in different tasks. Cluster-based methods are best suited, when the visualization is supposed to display a coarsened representation of the flow. Topology- and partition-based techniques emphasize the dynamics of the flow. While topological methods describe the flow in terms of origin and destination of particles, general line-integral approaches...
concentrate on attributes of particles. Depending on the aim of the visualization the user can choose the technique that is best suited. Although many different problems have been treated, the field of partition-based visualization is still rich in challenging open problems which have to be solved in order to make use of the full potential of these methodologies:

- The cognition of the results leaves open questions and needs more theoretical development.
- The visualization and correct capturing of 3D time-dependent structures is still challenging.
- How accurate are the boundaries of the partitioning?
- So far only few predicates for the general line-integrals have been researched. New predicates might give a better understanding of the flow.
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